Pin Design Contest 2017

Pin Design Number and Name

1)Diamond Head

2)Hawaiian Islands

Pin Design and Explanation

3)HOSA Hibiscus

For my design I incorporated symbols such as:
the rod of asclepius, an open book, the
hibiscus and the Hawaiian islands. HOSA
educates future health professionals. I pursued
this idea by placing the rod of asclepius above
an open book. The book represents learning
and the rod represents medicine. I
incorporated the Hawaiian islands onto the
snake to represent the unity of Hawaii. The
islands may be separated but they all
represent the state of Hawaii. I placed the
states flower, the yellow hibiscus, to further
emphasize a Hawaiian feel. I also colored the
rod of asclepius and the book in HOSA’s colors.
The snake is navy blue, the rod is white, and
the book is maroon. I made the snake blue
because it has the islands on it so it can
represent unity. The book is red so that it adds
more color than if it was white.

4)Band Aid

Since we are future health professionals, I
wanted to design the pin as a band aid
because growing up as a child a band aid is
one of the basic health symbols. We are
striving towards becoming future health
professionals, so I think it's a perfect symbol
with a youthful touch. I chose to outline the
band aid maroon because it's one of our
HOSA colors. The HOSA Hawaii logo features
navy blue lettering.

5)Hawaiian Monk
Seal
For this year’s HOSA pin, I chose the Hawaiian Monk
Seal to represent Hawaii because it is native to our
islands and is a playful creature that is loved by many.
Our efforts to help save our endangered friend can
relate to our efforts in adding more members to our
HOSA community. The surfboard the seal is on explains
that HOSA has time for both work and play. We not only
know how to get work done, but also have a little fun.
Lastly, a yellow hibiscus, our state flower, is placed on
the seal to show pride for our beloved state. Overall,
this adorable pin represents our happy culture we bring
from Hawaii.

6)Conch Shell
Knowledge is a journey, as we navigate through
turbulent waters to reach our final destination.  The
conch shell exhibits our “Aloha” spirit welcoming
travelers to the islands.  Hawaii HOSA members are
resilient, adventurous, capable, dreamers, productive
and resourceful.  They follow the stars to reach their

ultimate goal, possessing the strength to meet the
challenges of their ancestors.

